Headlight for 2007 mazda 3

Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight part. Recommended Use. Light Source. Quantity Sold.
Product Fit. Shop Mazda 3 Headlight. Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Sort by:. Part Number: M
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: MQ. Part Number: A1R Part Number:
R-M Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers.
ReplaceXL - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts that Feb 08, Perfect fit. Ray
Weems. Purchased on Jan 30, Nov 16, Lonnie Mode. Purchased on Oct 26, Nov 14, Beautiful,
clear headlights. Love it! Aaron Scott. Purchased on Oct 25, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights Fortunately, there are things you
can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also some driving habits you can develop
to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check out these tips. Driving with your
headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only you and your passengers, but
also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the Different Types of Headlights? They
are an improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent lights used in older vehicles. For , all
the mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your headlight keeps going out
while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb. Contact Us. Phone Number
Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply
Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. All parts meet OEM quality standards, and in most
cases exceed the quality of the original product. If you receive an incorrect item from us, we will
immediately pay for return shipment and send you the correct item. If the part we ship to you
arrives in damaged or non-working condition, we will ship another item out to you immediately.
Our prices are hands-down some of the lowest you'll find on the net. If you find a product sold
for a lower price by another vendor, we will beat or match their price. Auto parts manufacturers
must adhere to a strict set of guidelines in order to meet the criteria laid out by FMVSS Any
lights or reflectors that adorn vehicles traveling on public roads MUST adhere to the
regulations; otherwise, the manufacturer is subject to a slew of penalties. While the regulations
are designed primarily for manufacturers, consumers must always be sure that any lights that
they install on their vehicles also meet these regulations. Citations can be issued for products
that do not meet the minimum regulatory requirements. All of the parts carried on Go-Parts. Our
manufacturers only produce replacement lights that meet the highest of industry standards,
ensuring on-road safety and reducing the probability of breakdowns in component
construction. We know how important it is for you to be back on the road, so we strive to make
your buying experience as easy and fast as possible. Start Here. Please Wait Other 3 models
available: 3 Sport Headlights Headlights. All All Hatchback Sedan. All Left Driver Right
Passenger. All 2. Correct Item Guaranteed If you receive an incorrect item from us, we will
immediately pay for return shipment and send you the correct item. Item in Good Condition
Guaranteed If the part we ship to you arrives in damaged or non-working condition, we will ship
another item out to you immediately. Fast Shipping Guaranteed Most orders are shipped out the
same day as they're received. Best Price Guaranteed Our prices are hands-down some of the
lowest you'll find on the net. Some of the FMVSS guidelines include: Technical specifications
illumination, construction Proper product marking Manufacturer registration While the
regulations are designed primarily for manufacturers, consumers must always be sure that any
lights that they install on their vehicles also meet these regulations. Trusted brands. Fast
Shipping. Secure Shopping. Our mission We know how important it is for you to be back on the
road, so we strive to make your buying experience as easy and fast as possible. Bolt Checkout.
Hatchback Sedan. Left Driver Right Passenger. Mazda focuses on building vehicles that are
dependable and fuel economical in order to meet vehicle buyers' wishes. When you long for
great reliability and long lasting performance you want a powerful car from Mazda. Mazda
designs vehicles which are designed around the best performance, and the 3 just won't deliver
as meant by the designers without the right performance auto parts. Sporty race machines, like
your high-toned Mazda 3, were manufactured to be used hard, but afterwards repaired and
refurbished. It's no shock that well-informed vehicle owners know how to build on to the
performance of their Mazda 3 by upgrading from old parts to high-performance parts. The
Mazda in your carport was put together with care and skill; it ought to get new parts with a
similar high level of reliability. Almost nothing is more important than safeguarding the
well-being of you and those dear to you, and that's why upgrading your car or truck with the
safest and most reliable replacement parts is crucial. Mishaps are sometimes a fact of life
traveling in a vehicle, but you can cut down on the chances of having a catastrophe simply by

purchasing and maintaining the safety components such as signal lights and brakes. All Mazda
3 Headlights should be switched out as they begin to wear out or are shattered. The Mazda 3
Headlight adds more safety when driving in the dark. Your Mazda 3 Headlight is a component
that allows you to travel in your automobile after sunset and in bad weather by shining a light
on the street ahead. Our premium accessories and customer service give you a wonderful
combination of value, options and quality. No other site will give you a better deal on reliable
Mazda parts than we will all week long. They are available for the following Mazda 3 years: , , , , ,
, , , , , , 16, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, This part is also sometimes called Mazda 3
Headlights. All products ordered were delivered in good condition and worked very well. I wish I
could change shipping and package all items separate instead of everything in a very large box
together without any packing material to protect them. Parts geek does a great job at sending
what you ordered in a reasonable time. They are by far one of the best online car store there is!
Very easy to order the headlight assembly. Very fast shipping. Good experience. First time
using parts geek but will use again. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To
return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an
RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details.
We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence!
Click to Enlarge. Quality: Value Line - High quality automotive part with the highest cost
savings. Position of Product: Right - Passenger Side. Bulb Technology Halogen. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. Product SKU: Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Your Mazda 3 headlight is more important than you think. It not only allows
you to see clearly when driving in the night, but it also allows other vehicles to spot from a
distance. If your Mazda 3 headlight is not functioning properly, it could be dangerous in more
ways than one. Today, the way the Mazda 3 is built, you can easily replace the Mazda 3
headlight bulb if it burns out as opposed to replacing the entire assembly. The Mazda 3 had
fuses for both high as well as low beams, and before you actually change the bulb, do check the
fuses. Mazda 3 Headlight On One Side Working Intermittently Some Mazda 3 owners have
complained that one headlight works perfectly while the other does not, and if you switch the
headlights on and off a few times, both work perfectly. If you experience this problem, get the
headlights, wiring, fuses and the sockets checked by a qualified mechanic. If the problem lies
with the assembly, you will have to change the faulty one. Mazda 3 Headlight Flickering At
times, you may notice that one headlight is flickering. It can get brighter instead of getting
dimmer and finally it will cease to work completely. This could be a problem with the bulb itself
or the fuse or wiring. If after replacing the bulb you experience the same problem, it is advisable
to get your Mazda 3 headlight inspected by a licensed and certified mechanic. This could be due
to the filament burning out. If you have this issue with your Mazda 3 headlight, get the battery
checked. This can occur if there is a problem with the voltage regulation. If the voltage is more
than The Low Beam of the Mazda 3 Not Working If the low beam of your Mazda 3 stops working,
you need to get the fuse checked besides checking the bulbs. This problem can arise if the
fuses of F60 and F61 are faulty or the bulbs burn out. If the problem is with the bulb, replace the
headlight bulb on a Mazda 3 to resolve the issue. Either way, a car mechanic will be able to
figure out the cause and offer you a solution. The recall was to correct foggy and discolored
lenses. The dealerships were asked to replace the problematic lenses. If you think your Mazda
is covered under this recall, get in touch with your local Mazda dealership. The dealership will
check your vehicle's VIN to determine whether your vehicle can be covered under the recall. If
yes, the dealership will replace the faulty lenses. If not, you would have to pay from your own
pocket for the lens change. Cost of Replacing Mazda 3 Headlight The cost of Mazda 3 headlight
bulb replacement is cheaper than replacing the entire headlight assembly. These prices do not
include taxes and fees. Finding affordable priced Mazda 3 headlight assembly and bulb is
possible at PartsGeek. We are a large online store for Mazda parts and accessories. Since we
have lower overheads, we pass on our cost benefits to our customers who can purchase quality
Mazda 3 parts at reasonable prices. Read more reviews. Placed a order for a headlight for a
Mazda 3 that came in on time. Very happy with it so far. Very nice headlight. Shipping Options:
Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Mazda 3. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Mazda 3.
Catalog: B. Vehicle Body Mazda 3. Catalog: A. Vehicle Sub Model Mazda 3. Catalog: C. Vehicle
Body Engine Mazda 3. Catalog: T. Catalog: K. Catalog: N. Let's replace a , , , , Mazda3 headlight
bulb 1st generation. Especially how to deal with that bulb retainer clip. Replacing headlight
bulbs is a pretty quick and simple maintenance procedure. This article will cover everything you
need to know, and provide you with replacement headlight bulb part numbers. For some reason,
the bulb's on our Mazda 3 burn out several times a year, so I've been replacing them fairly often.
The hood release is located on the bottom of the driver's side of the dash. Just pull the lever up.
On the model like this, the headlight bulb is the outermost of the two headlight bulbs. The high

beam is the bulb closest to the center of the car. Disconnect the connector on the rear of the
bulb. It just pulls straight out, but you may need to wiggle it a bit. It's a little hard to see, and not
obvious how it locks, but push it in and to the side to free it the latch. One side unhooks, the
other acts as a hinge. Pull the bulb out, working it around the the locking clip. Here you can see
the bulb, the Mazda specific adapter attached to it, and if you look close, the burnt filament. Put
the new bulb in the carrier. Be careful not to touch the glass of the bulb, supposedly the oils on
your hands can cause hot spots that result in shorter bulb life. Place the new bulb and adapter
into the headlight housing. The bulb only goes in one way, be mindful of where the directional
tab on the bulb is and how it needs to align to fit into the housing. This is the dumbest part. I've
managed to clip this correctly on the first try once. Other times I've spent 30 minutes trying to
get the clip into the right position. Hopefully these pictures will keep you from wasting time like
I did. Basically you need to push the clip pretty far into the housing, and get it latch behind the
little metal retainer. Replace the rubber seal. Be sure the press it in around the center of the
bulb so that it seals properly it slides down the sides of the bulb some. Now plug the power
connector back onto the bulb. Again, this only fits on one way so just match it up and press it
onto the prongs on the back of the bulb. My first time changing my own lights. I only used this
how-to guide even though there were videos available because the pictures are clear and the
instructions are so crystal clear. Thank you! Thank you for the instructions. I have had the low
beams replaced at least 10 times since buying the car new in and every repacement was at the
dealer because the manual instucts so. I changed the bulb myself in less than 8 minutes. It
takes longer to get checked in at the service department. I will save time and money now since
last bulb lasted just over 13 months. Thank you again. Muchas gracias, realmente me estas
ahorrando mucho tiempo malgastado Las fotos.. Nice instructions. This is by far the worse
headlight bulb design I have encountered. In the nine years I have owned my Mazda 5
sometimes it has taken 10 minutes other times I have struggled for over an hour. Thank you so
much for this! My fingers are a bit sore from trying to push the pin in. I finally used the handle of
a small screwdriver to get it in far enough to hook. I could not have done it without these great
photos and instructions. This was great, thank you! By FAR, the hardest and most
time-consuming part was trying to get the clip re-engaged. What a PITA!!! But I finally got it after
maybe minutes. Thanks again! Good article. I have a Mazda 5 with miles. Bought it new. Only
problems so far are:front top strut mounts both sides at about ,, leaking oil cooler gasket,
leaking auto transmission pan, front sway bar end links and bushings, rear sway bar end links,
other noisy suspension bushings. I will try and post an article on replacing the oil cooler gasket.
We loved our 3 a lot. It had over k miles when we sold it and changed over to a sports coupe. I
only replaced the expected stuff: brakes, tires, a belt, spark plugs, a battery, filters, and a few of
these headlight bulbs. I think the only unusual thing was the engine mount. Great article with
great pictures! Is this maintenance just as easy for Mazda 3? Articles online keep referencing
taking off wheel covers or bumpers Is this procedure the same for Mazda 3? I keep reading
online articles referencing removing wheel covers or removing the bumper to gain access.
Thanks for the Kudos. This was amazing. Worked perfectly. Interestingly though, I had much
more trouble getting the retainer clip open and was able to close it on the first try by just
pushing it in. One thing I noticed, the driver's side has a sort-of triangular plastic piece that is in
the way, just above the headlight connectors. Remove the three re-usable plastic rivets, then it
is just as "easy" as the passenger side. Definitely did not have to mess with wheel covers or
bumper. Thank you for the detailed guide! I have a Mazda 3 hatchback, and I'm trying to figure
out the best bulb to purchase to replace the low beams. Does it matter if I replace one not both
with one of the halogens listed? I am about to attempt this myself since the mechanic claims the
whole front housing needs to be removed and will take at least an hour I have a Mazda 3
hatchback that came stock with HID bulbs. Can I replace with one of the halogen bulbs listed
above? Love your site, clear and precise instructions with added tips that only come from
experience. Some comment state these are the worse design light bulbs out there, this is
incorrect. I do think the Mazda lamp set-up is the reason they burn out quick. Edit Publish.
Disconnect the wire connector. Remove the dust cap and unlatch the retaining clip. Replace the
burned out bulb, do not touch the glass. Reconnect everything. Test and clean up, you're done.
Step by Step Instructions. To double check I turn on the lights and inspect which bulb I need to
replace. Then pull the surrounding rubber seal completely out. Pull the old bulb out of this
adapter. There are 19 Comments. Say Something. BaconSandwich's reply:. Thanks, Just
changed mine. Took all of 10 minutes. My first time changing the lights too. Your instructions
worked like a charm. Thank you. Looking forward to seeing your article. Gnome's reply:.
BrianO's reply:. Very nice, thank you! Grandad's reply:. Lorax's reply:. Register or Log In. Your
Name. Log in with Facebook. Register Forgot your password? Forgot your password?
Changing the Cabin Air Filter Mazda3. Changing the Oil Mazda 3 2. Get notified about new

articles. We'll keep you up to date about the newest car tips and tricks. My Mazda 3 headlight
assembly was shipped quickly in excellent packaging. I'm super pleased with the high level of
quality from these CAPA-certified replacement parts. Perfect fit and looks. Installation was easy
too. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Ambient Air Temperature Sensor
Connector. Ambient Temp Sensor. Antenna Mast. Back Up Light. Back Up Light Bulb. Back Up
Light Switch. Battery Hold Down Plate. Brake Light Bulb. Bulb Socket. Clutch Switch.
Combination Lamp Bulb. Combination Switch. Cornering Light. Daytime Running Light Bulb.
Dome Light Bulb. Door Lock Actuator. Door Lock Actuator Motor. Fog Lamp Socket. Fog Light.
Fog Light Bulb. Fog Light Connector. Fog Light Switch. Headlamp Socket. Headlight Assembly
Set. Headlight Ballast. Headlight Bulb. Headlight Bulb Socket. Headlight Connector. Headlight
Dimmer Switch. Headlight Frame. Headlight Lens Housing. Headlight Relay. Headlight Sealed
Beam. Headlight Switch. Headlight Wiring Harness. Horn Relay. Ignition Relay. Interior Dome
Light. Interior Door Light Bulb. Keyless Remote Case. License Light Bulb. Main Relay. Manifold
Absolute Pressure Sensor Connector. Map Light Bulb. Oil Pressure Sender. Oil Pressure Switch
Connector. Parking Light Bulb. Power Window Motor Gear. Radio Wire Harness. Rain Sensor.
Reflector Assembly. Reservoir Level Sensor. Side Marker Light. Side Marker Light Bulb. Side
Repeater Lamp. Side Repeater Lamp Assembly. Side Repeater Light Set. Speaker Adapter.
Speedometer Cable Seal. Speedometer Sensor. Speedometer Transmitter. Stop Light Switch.
Tail Lamp Socket. Tail Light Assembly. Tail Light Assembly Set. Tail Light Bulb. Tail Light
Socket Set. Third Brake Light. Third Brake Light Bulb. Tire Pressure Monitoring Sensor. Trailer
Connector Kit. Trailer Tow Harness. Trunk Light Bulb. Turn Signal Lever. Turn Signal Light.
Turn Signal Light Bulb. Turn Signal Switch. Vehicle Speed Sensor Connector. Washer Nozzle.
Washer Pump. Washer Pump Grommet. Washer Reservoir. Windshield Washer Tank.
Windshield Wiper Arm. Windshield Wiper Motor. Wiper Blade. Wiper Blade Insert. Wiper Blade
Set. Wiper Linkage. Wiper Switch. Xenon Headlight Igniter. Xenon Lighting Ballast. Air Intake.
Body Sheet Metal. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine
Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. Action Crash.
DIY Solutions. Shop By Vehicle. Brock Headlight Assembly - Left. Click to Enlarge. Product
Remark: Halogen; Except Mazdaspeed. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Brock
Headlight Assembly - Right. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day.
Position: Left - Driver Side. Quality: Value Line - High quality automotive part with the hi
tj hardtop
2008 gmc acadia knock sensor location
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ghest cost savings. Quality: Capa Certified - Ensures the part fits, performs, and lasts the same
as the original. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. Position: Right Passenger Side. Dorman Headlight Assembly - Left. Features: Specifically designed to look and
function like the original headlight Original manufacturer quality Rigid plastic protects against
weather and road conditions Built to match the exact original dimensions for proper fit. Dorman
Headlight Assembly - Right. Action Crash MAV. February 28th, Posted by Great Purchase.
September 26th, Posted by Dug Action Crash MAC. April 27th, Posted by Great quality at a
competitive price. Everything was great. Faster than expected delivery. Awesome fit. Cheaper
than expected to pay. October 15th, Posted by Awesome. Catalog: K. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Body
Mazda 3. Catalog: B. Catalog: A. Vehicle Sub Model Body Mazda 3. Catalog: N. Vehicle Body
Engine Mazda 3. Catalog: H. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Mazda 3. Catalog: C.

